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Abstract. We propose OntoGain, a system for unsupervised ontology acquisition from unstructured text which relies on multi-word
term extraction. For the acquisition of taxonomic relations, we exploit
inherent multi-word terms’ lexical information in a comparative implementation of agglomerative hierarchical clustering and formal concept
analysis methods. For the detection of non-taxonomic relations, we comparatively investigate in OntoGain an association rules based algorithm
and a probabilistic algorithm. The OntoGain system allows for transformation of the derived ontology into standard OWL statements. OntoGain results are compared to both hand-crafted ontologies, as well as
to a state-of-the art system, in two diﬀerent domains: the medical and
computer science domains.
Keywords: ontology acquisition, formal concept analysis, term extraction, term similarity, term clustering, association rules, multi-word terms,
OWL.

1

Introduction

In modern computer science, ontologies are formal representations of knowledge
resources in terms of concepts and respective relations which describe a certain
domain. Ontology development is a time and cost consuming task, requiring
specialists from several ﬁelds [1]. This high development eﬀort constitutes, in
turn, an inhibiting factor in building large scale intelligent systems. Current
research in the ﬁeld of automatic, or semi-automatic ontology acquisition and
development aims at providing methods and solutions to this problem.
A branch of current approaches to ontology acquisition relies on text analysis techniques originating from the ﬁeld of information extraction, such as the
extraction of named entities and relationships, based on supervised [2,3], or manually developed semantic analysis patterns [4,5]. These methods involve human
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intervention and eﬀort at various degrees, either in the development of training
data or analysis resources, but they achieve relatively good representations of the
domain concepts and relations. Other methods approach the ontology acquisition problem by unsupervised techniques, based on statistics and basic linguistic
tools [6,7,8], or unsupervised information extraction [9,10]. The principal challenge in such approaches lies in achieving a satisfactory coverage of the domain
in terms of concepts and concept relations, while reducing human eﬀort to the
absolute minimum.
Within this latter framework of approaches, we present OntoGain, a platform for unsupervised ontology acquisition from text. In OntoGain, contrary to
other similar approaches [6,11,12,8], initial ontology concept acquisition relies
on a domain independent method for multi-word term extraction [13]. Multiword terms constitute the majority of terminological expressions and lexicalise
domain concepts such that their semantics cannot be fully inferred from their
single-word constituents [14]. Furthermore, multi-word terms inherently contain
classiﬁcatory information, expressed as modiﬁers. For these reasons, their identiﬁcation is expected to provide better conceptual coverage for a given domain
and contribute to the subsequent relation acquisition tasks. For the acquisition of
taxonomic and non-taxonomic relationships, we comparatively investigate four
approaches: agglomerative hierarchical clustering and formal concept analysis,
for the taxonomy development, and association rules and conditional probabilities, for the detection of non-taxonomic relations. These methods are adapted
for multi-word term concept input and comparatively assessed in two diﬀerent
domains, the medical and the computer science domains.
Issues relating to ontology construction and OntoGain resources are discussed
ﬁrst in Sec. 2. The method is discussed in detail in Sec. 3. Evaluation results
are presented in Sec. 4 followed by conclusions and issues for further research in
Sec. 5.

2

Ontology Construction Methodology

The steps in ontology development may be viewed as a layer stack, where lower
layers represent the basic tasks upon which rely the more complex, higher layers
[12,15,16]. Thus, one cannot deﬁne concept relations before deﬁning concepts.
In this perspective, term extraction is a basic layer for unsupervised concept
acquisition from text. This task aims at identifying the set of terms which are
characteristic for the domain and which will form the ontology lexicon. In our
approach, terms are considered multi-word compounds. Multi-word terms constitute the large majority of term expressions. Moreover, they are vested with more
compact and distinctive semantics (e.g., “right ventricular infarction” speciﬁes in
detail a concept diﬀerent from other general mentions of myocardial infarction),
and they present the advantage of lexically revealing their semantic content classiﬁcatory information by means of modiﬁers. For example, the compound term
“right ventricular infarction” denotes a type of “ventricular infarction”, which
in turn is a type of “infarction”. The exploitation of multi-word term information in OntoGain allows for improved domain concept coverage by capturing
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full term phrases and by retaining, in concept representations, the inherent, in
multi-word terms, classiﬁcatory information. Moreover, multi-word terms being
more compact representations of the domain concepts, compared to long lists
of single-word terms, allow for more eﬃcient system performance in the subsequent steps of ontology acquisition and make the processing of large document
collections faster, without exhausting system resources.
The subsequent layer, the concept hierarchy, constitutes the “backbone” of
the ontology. This task aims at organising concepts into a hierarchical structure, a taxonomy, where each concept is related to its respective broader and
narrower concepts. In OntoGain, we implement and comparatively evaluate two
methods for unsupervised taxonomic relation acquisition: agglomerative hierarchical clustering and formal concept analysis. In our implementation of the
hierarchical clustering approach, we exploit multi-word term lexicalised classiﬁcatory information to determine term similarity in clustering.
Concepts are also characterised by attributes and relations to other concepts
in the hierarchy. This is the “relation” layer, where non-taxonomic relations are
deﬁned. These relationships are typically expressed by a verb relating pair of
concepts [17]. For this layer in OntoGain, we again implement and compare two
approaches: association rules and a probabilistic approach.
OntoGain exhibits the following two important advantages: (a) produces a
semantically rich ontology of multi-word domain concepts, rather than an ontology of mere single-word terms and, (b) produces an ontology in standard OWL
representation1. Moreover, it allows for experimentation and comparative assessment of four diﬀerent approaches to the unsupervised acquisition of taxonomic
and non-taxonomic relations.

The OntoGain Modules

3

The principal modules of OntoGain are:
1. preprocessing which performs the linguistic analysis tasks required by subsequent modules,
2. concept extraction which identiﬁes multi-word term phrases denoting domain
concepts,
3. taxonomy construction which hierarchically structures the discovered concepts, and
4. non-taxonomic relation acquisition which enriches the taxonomy with domain speciﬁc concept relationships.
In what follows, we present these modules’ implementations in more detail.
3.1

Preprocessing

For this module, we use the OpenNLP2 suite of tools for tokenisation, POS tagging and shallow parsing. For the acquisition of word lemma information, we
1
2
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used the WordNet Java Library (JWNL3 ). POS tagging and lemma information
are required in the concept extraction phase, whereas shallow parsing information is used in the non-taxonomic relation acquisition phase for the detection of
verbal dependencies.
3.2

Concept Extraction

For its concept extraction module, OntoGain implements C/NC-value [13], a
domain-independent method for the extraction of multi-word and nested terms.
In this approach, noun phrases are initially selected by linguistic ﬁltering. The
subsequent statistical component deﬁnes the candidate noun phrase termhood by
two measures: C-value and NC-value. The ﬁrst measure, the C-value, is based on
the hypothesis that multi-word terms tend to consist of other terms (nested in the
compound term). For example, the terms “coronary artery” and “artery disease”
are nested within the term “coronary artery disease”. Thus, C-value is deﬁned
as the relation of the cumulative frequency of occurrence of a word sequence
in the text, with the frequency of occurrence of this sequence as part of larger
proposed terms in the same text. The second measure, the NC-value, is based
on the hypothesis that terms tend to appear in speciﬁc context and often cooccur with other terms. Thus, NC-value reﬁnes C-value by assigning additional
weights to candidate terms which tend to co-occur with speciﬁc context words.
3.3

Taxonomy Construction

Hierarchical Clustering: Hierarchical agglomerative clustering proceeds bottomup. Initially, each term phrase is considered a cluster and, at each step, the
similarity between all pairs of clusters is computed and the most similar pair is
merged. The algorithm typically continues until a single cluster is formed at the
top of the hierarchy. We used the group average method to compute the similarity
between two clusters. In particular, the group average method computes the
average similarity across all pairs of concepts within the two clusters (Ci , Cj )
that will be merged:

x∈Ci ,y∈Cj sim(x, y)
(1)
sim(Ci , Cj ) =
|Ci | ∗ |Cj |
where x is a concept in cluster Ci and y in cluster Cj respectively. For the
computation of term similarity among multi-word terms, we use the lexical similarity measure [18] which takes into consideration multi-word term constituents
(head/modiﬁer) and is computed according to a Dice-like coeﬃcient formula.
Thus, the lexical similarity simlex , between term concept x and term concept
y (the heads of which are denoted by xh and yh respectively, and their set of
constituents by C) is computed as:
simlex (x, y) =
3

|C(x) ∩ C(y)|
|C(xh ) ∩ C(yh )|
+
|C(xh )| + |C(yh )| |C(x)| + |C(y)|

http://jwordnet.sourceforge.net

(2)
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where the numerators denote the number of shared constituents and the denominators the sum of all constituents.
In our implementation of agglomerative clustering for the taxonomy construction module, the clustering process is terminated before reaching a single, top
cluster. More speciﬁcally, clustering repeats as long as the merged clusters share
common term heads. Furthermore, the lexical similarity measure gives credit
to the shared heads between two similar multi-word terms. For this reason the
created clusters consist of terms with shared heads. This cluster characteristic is
exploited by OntoGain in appropriately labeling the top clusters of the derived
concept hierarchy.
Formal Concept Analysis (FCA): FCA [19] is a popular approach for building
concept hierarchies [7,6]. It relies on the idea that objects (i.e., concepts) are associated with their attributes (i.e., characteristics). FCA takes as input a matrix
specifying a set of formal objects and formal attributes. In OntoGain, objects
are the extracted multi-word terms, whereas attributes are the associated verbs,
as identiﬁed in the syntactic dependencies analysis of the shallow parser. These
dependencies are used to form the formal contexts matrix which constitutes the
input to the FCA algorithm. An example of a formal context matrix is illustrated
in Table 1. Dependencies are denoted by asterisks.
Table 1. Computer Science knowledge as a formal context

html form
hierarchical clustering
text retrieval
root node
single cluster
web page

submit test describe print compute search
















For the subsequent selection of the optimal set of concept discriminative attributes, OntoGain implements conditional probability measures. In a comparative study by Cimiano [6], conditional probability is reported to outperform
other measures, such as pointwise mutual information (PMI) [20], and selectional strength [21].
In our experiments with conditional probability threshold values we have
found that the object-attribute dependency pairs above threshold t = 0.003
are the optimal set of dependencies for both of our application corpora domains.
For the implementation of FCA, we used the Lindig’s colibri Java library4
which implements the Next-Closure algorithm [22]. Table 1 illustrates an example of the input lattice to FCA, whereas a tree illustration of the OWL output
taxonomy is shown in Fig. 1 and 2.
4
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Fig. 1. Sample FCA taxonomy (Computer Science corpus)

3.4

Fig. 2. Final FCA taxonomy (without attribute labels)

Non-taxonomic Relation Acquisition

Association Rules: One of the two methods implemented in OntoGain for nontaxonomic relation acquisition relies on the generalised association rules algorithm, as extended for determining associations at the appropriate level of generalisation with respect to a given taxonomy [23]. In our implementation, the
“subject-verb-object” dependencies set relating multi-word term concepts is enhanced with more general terms (super concepts) of the concepts it contains,
based on our built taxonomy. The resulting association rules are subsequently
ﬁltered, so as to eliminate rules X ⇒ Y , where Y consists of some element in X
and the rules also subsumed by X  ⇒ Y  , where X  and Y  are super concepts
of X and Y respectively.
Association rules in OntoGain are implemented using the predictive apriori
algorithm implementation of the Weka platform5 . In this application, each rule is
evaluated by predictive accuracy, a trade-oﬀ between support and conﬁdence for
each rule maximising correct predictions [24]. In our experiments with predictive
accuracy threshold values, we have found that the rules above threshold t = 0.2
are the best for both of our application corpora domains. Table 2 illustrates
sample non-taxonomic relationships output based on association rules, for the
medical corpus.
Probabilistic algorithm: In this approach, reported by Cimiano et al. [25], the
selection of the most appropriate non-taxonomic relationships from the set of all
dependency relations found in text relies on conditional probability measures.
According to this approach, ﬁrst, the frequency of a dependency relation is
estimated and then this frequency is propagated through the respective super
5
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Table 2. Non-taxonomic relationships based on association rules
Domain
Range
Label
chiasmal syndrome
pituitary disproportion
cause by
medial collateral ligament
surgical treatment
need
blood transfusion
antibiotic prophylaxis
result
lipid peroxidation
cardiopulmonary bypass
lead to
prostate speciﬁc antigen
prostatectomy
follow
chronic fatigue syndrome
cardiac function
yield
right ventricular infarction radionuclide ventriculography analyze by
creatinine clearance
arteriovenous hemoﬁltration
achieve
sudden cardiac death
tachyarrhythmias
cause
cardioplegic solution
superoxide dismutase
give
bacterial translocation
antibiotic prophylaxis
decrease
accurate diagnosis
clinical suspicion
depend
ultrasound examination
clinical suspicion
give
total body oxygen consumption
epidural analgesia
attenuate by
coronary arteriography
physician assistant
perform by

concepts in a given taxonomy. The conditional probability measure is subsequently estimated as:
f (c, v)
(3)
P (c|v) =
f (v)
where c is the concept, v the relation as lexicalised by a verb, and f (c, v), f (v)
the cumulative frequencies of the concept and the relation respectively. If two or
more concepts share the same conditional probability, the dependency relation of
the most speciﬁc concept is selected. In our approach in OntoGain, dependency
relations are provided by the shallow parser and concepts are multi-word terms.

4

Evaluation

In the OntoGain evaluation, we attempt to assess how well the extracted ontology reﬂects the application domains and how our OntoGain results compare to
similar state-of-the-art approaches and hand-crafted ontologies.
We experimented with two diﬀerent domain corpora, a medical and a computer science corpus. Our medical corpus was the OHSUMED6 collection [26],
containing 348,566 references from MEDLINE7 . The computer science corpus
consisted of computer science papers and articles [27].
The approach we followed for the quality assessment of the domains’ representation consisted of two stages. In the ﬁrst, the resulting domain ontologies are
decomposed into their constituent parts (i.e., concept terms, taxonomic & nontaxonomic relations) [16] and domain experts assess each individual constituent
result. In the second stage, OntoGain results are compared to hand-crafted
6
7
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ontologies. Finally, for the comparative assessment of OntoGain against a similar
system, we applied the Text2Onto system8 to our domain corpora.
4.1

Evaluation of Ontology Constituent Parts

For assessing OntoGain in terms of precision, we selected the top 200 multiword terms extracted by the concept extraction module and we proceeded to
taxonomic and non-taxonomic relation extraction by all four respective methods.
The domain experts then indicated the correctly acquired terms and relations.
For our estimation of recall, domain experts examined the ﬁrst 500 lines of each
corpus and extracted the multi-word concepts and relations (taxonomic and
non-taxonomic). These hand-crafted ontologies were compared to the respective
results obtained by OntoGain.
The evaluation results illustrated in Table 3 show that C/NC-value performs
very well in the task of identifying concepts for the ontology lexicon and in accordance with the results reported in the literature. In the taxonomy construction
task, clustering clearly outperforms FCA in both corpora. Finally, association rules
deliver better non-taxonomic relations when compared to probabilistic measures.
Table 3. Evaluation results for the Computer Science & OHSUMED corpora
Method

Computer Science corpus Medical corpus
Precision
Recall
Precision Recall

Concept Extraction
C/NC-Value
86.67 %
89.6
Taxonomy Construction
Formal Concept Analysis 44.2 %
48.6
Agglomerative Clustering 71.33 %
62.7
Non-Taxonomic Relation Acquisition
Association Rules
72.85 %
61.7
Probabilistic algorithm
61.67 %
49.4

%

89.7 %

91.4 %

%
%

47.1 %
71.2 %

41.6 %
67.3 %

%
%

71.8 %
62.7 %

67.7 %
55.9 %

FCA results in both domains were particularly low. This was primarily due
to a large number of spurious verb dependency results. Most concepts appeared
with many diﬀerent verbs, resulting in the formation of huge concept lattices.
In FCA, concepts sharing a verb attribute are credited, so as to form taxonomic relations. However, in our application corpora, several potentially related
concepts were assigned diﬀerent verb attributes which resulted in either no establishment of a candidate taxonomic relation, or in the formation of erroneous
and meaningless relations.
We attempted to address this problem in two ways: The ﬁrst approach relies
on application of conditional probability measures, so as to distinguish important
verb attributes for each concept. We then experimented with various probability
thresholds. The second approach clusters candidate verb attributes in synonym
8
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sets, based on WordNet9 information, so as to reduce the number of considered attributes. However, despite our eﬀorts, hierarchical clustering outperformed FCA.
Another disadvantage of FCA is the exponential time complexity O(2n ), compared
to the quadratic time complexity O(N 2 ) of agglomerative clustering.
For the acquisition of non-taxonomic relations, we observe that the association rules approach in OntoGain is quite eﬀective in identifying some of the most
important concept relationships. The conditional probability approach attempts
to establish the correct level of generalisation in the concept hierarchy. However,
our results indicate that the dependency ﬁltering process adopted in the association rules method produces highly reasonable dependencies and succeeds in
pruning less signiﬁcant ancestral rules and relations for modelling the domain.
4.2

Comparison to Other Methodologies

Systems similar to OntoGain, such as Text2Onto rely mostly on single-word term
extraction for concept identiﬁcation, thus resulting in the formation of huge lists
of spurious terms and relations which are not descriptive of the domain. Our
experiments with the C/NC value method for concept acquisition indicate that
a method designed for the extraction of domain concepts and multi-word terms,
rather than mere keywords and single-word terms, provides better conceptual
representations, both in terms of detailed semantics, as well as in terms of domain coverage. Moreover, unlike information extraction type of approaches, the
approach proposed in OntoGain for concept and relation acquisition is applied in
an unsupervised and knowledge-poor manner. Another advantage of OntoGain
over systems such as Text2Onto is that it outputs the results of each ontology acquisition step in OWL. The conformance of OntoGain output to such standards
allows for easier results visualisation in any OWL compliant ontology editor, and
easier ontology editing, maintenance, reuse and exchange.
In our attempt to apply the Text2Onto system to our domain corpora we were
not successful. We attempted to segment our corpus but the system was running
out of memory, even though we ran it on a 64-bit server reserving 3 GB of heap
space. We consider that this was due to the size of input data (∼250 Mbytes
for OHSUMED) which resulted in storing and processing hundreds of thousands
of single-word term concepts. The subsequent eﬀort in detection of taxonomic
and non-taxonomic relations from such amounts of data leads the program to
crash. This observation strengthens our assumption that multi-word terms lead
to more compact representations of the examined domain, yielding dense and
meaningful listings of multi-word term concepts.

5

Conclusions

We introduced OntoGain, a platform for ontology acquisition from texts
using multi-word terms. For the acquisition of taxonomic and non-taxonomic
relationships, we comparatively investigate four approaches: agglomerative
9
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hierarchical clustering and formal concept analysis, for the taxonomy development, and association rules and conditional probabilities, for the detection of
non-taxonomic relations. All methods are adapted for multi-word term concept
input and comparatively assessed in two diﬀerent domains, the medical and the
computer science domains. This evaluation indicates that agglomerative clustering and association rules outperform any other method combination reaching
up to 70% precision for identiﬁcation of taxonomic and non-taxonomic relations
respectively in both corpora.
Investigation of method combinations for each task (e.g., agglomerative clustering with formal concept analysis, or association rules with conditional probabilities), incorporating methods for extracting or learning concept attributes
(e.g., “small”, “large”, “black”, “white”), resolving term ambiguities as well as
incorporating Hearst lexico-syntactic patterns for revealing additional relationships types (e.g., “part-of”) are issues for further research.
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